
English

This term we will focus 
on writing fairy tales, 
non chronological 
reports and  recounts.

In our writing, we will 
focus on using 
expanded noun 
phrases, fronted 
adverbials,  3ed 
sentences, 
coordinating and 
subordinating 
conjunctions, inverted 
commas,  prepositions 
and show don’t tell.

Computing

In computing this 
term, we will 
continue our focus 
on learning about 
coding through 
Discovery 
Education.

MEDLOCK PRIMARY SCHOOL
In the Spring 2 , Year 3 will be learning . . . 

Humanities (History and Geography)
We will look at using our mapping skills to locate Egypt’s continent, capital city, 
climate and land use.
We will compare Cairo to Manchester.

Design Technology

In Design Technology, we will be looking at levers and linkages.

PE
During this terms PE, children will be 
focusing on dance. Children will look 
at sequences and routines.

Music
We will be exploring and singing simple 
songs from memory with accuracy of 
pitch, in a group or alone. We will be 
aiming to articulate the words to 
communicate the song to an 
audience. Also, we will listen carefully, 
with attention to detail.

Spanish 
we will be learning about Spanish 
carnival celebrations, numbers to 15, 
reading and writing the date and 
asking questions.

Trips and Visits

Manchester Museum
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Maths

In Maths we will be 
looking at statistics, 
money, time and the 
four operations.

Science

In Science this half 
term, we will be 
looking at plants. We 
will look at the life 
cycle of a plant 
including looking at 
the different parts of 
the flower. We will 
learn what plants 
need to grow and 
what environment is 
best.

History



Science Key Vocabulary 
roots These anchor the plant into

the ground and absorb water
and nutrients from the soil.

stem This holds the plant up and
carries water and nutrients
from the soil to the leaves. A
trunk is the stem of a tree.

leaves These make food for the plant
using sunlight and carbon
dioxide from the air.

flowers These make seeds to grow into
new plants. Their petals attract
pollinators to the plant.

Science Investigation Language

Prediction A sensible guess usually based 
on facts or prior knowledge.

 Fair test When two or more things are 
compared and only one thing 
(variable) is changed.

Key Information

The land along each side of 
a river.

Humanities Key Vocabulary 

Arid Not enough rain to 
water crops

Delta A wet area where a 
river joins a larger body 
of water e.g. the sea

Dam A huge man-made 
structure that acts as a 
barrier on a river. 

Barron Unable to grow plants or 
crops.

Mega City A city with a population 
of more than 10 million 
people.

Pollution Gases, smoke and 
chemicals are put into 
the environment.

Endangered When something is in 
danger of becoming 
extinct

Souvenir Something which is kept 
as a reminder of a 
place, event or 
friendship


